STROLLNETICS
Invisible Fitness with the Stroller
Workouts For Moms
Get amazing
Arms, Abs and Butt
Right On the Go!

By Elena Filatova
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WALKINGMAMA STROLLNETICS FOR MOMS

W

alking with your baby stroller and do fitness same time. Workout your arms, legs and
stomach muscles using the baby stroller as a fitness machine. For all new moms.

What is it?
Holding stroller for the fitness
gain – solution for the sporty
moms to get full body
workout right on the go in
fresh air, that’s good for you
and your child. Its simple and
healthy. Reinvent your
walking to became your
fitness session. Unleash the
hidden value of the stroller –
it’s a great fitness on-the-go
mashine

What muscles can I
exercise by Walkingmama
stroller grips?
Arms, stomach, legs, breast’s
and butt muscles. What else
girls need ?

How it works?
Holding the baby stroller with
the grips that isolate groups

What’s the result?
Lean sporty muscles - is what
you get walking with the

of muscles for fitness gains.
Targeted load from pushing
the stroller goes exactly to
the workout areas:
stomach, arms, legs and
butt

WORKOUT IN PICTURES
Hold a stroller to shape your arms
Stroller grips for arms - Way to walk and shape your arms
Grip Nr.1 – Arms Push
Load goes to: triceps
Info:
Triceps is arm’s most visible muscle if got out of
shape. It’s tricky to work out daily without special
fitness exercises. Try stroller grips for arms – it
focuses the load directly to the triceps muscles.
Fitness Expert comment: Why triceps is
important for the women?
Triceps is the one of three check points of
women age (breast and butt are two others.
Condition of triceps can reveal women’s age
very quickly: muscle got flat and drops loosely
down with the time when not exercised. Usually
it happens around age 30.
Raise your arm and check triceps in the mirror: if
you see something that reminds jelly bags – time
to give them some work.
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stroller and holding it special
way enabling the load from
the stoller’s weight aiming to
your muscles. This makes
fitness workout right on the
go – while simply walking
your daily time out with the
baby.
Burning fat from the spots
you exactly need to –
choose which muscles
you’d like to exercise
today: arms, stomach or
the butt. Hold the stroller
with the grips that exercise
these parts of your body
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Arms grips

How to walk to shape the triceps
Follow 4 steps to hold the stroller right way to work on the triceps:

Arms Grip 1 – Triceps push
How it works: training effect achieved by holding the stroller with the upper grip to give triceps full load.
STEP 1 - Adjust the stroller’s handle so that the
angle between your elbows and the ground is
90° (it’s usually the higher position of the handle)
STEP 2 - Put both hands on the holder. Hold the
arms on the 90 degree angle. All the fingers
above the holder (upper grip).

Step 1

Step 2
STEP 3 - Stick your elbows to the sides. Your
elbows goes a bit beyond your back
Notice: Stand close to the stroller. Your waist is
touching the stroller. Try to get the elbovs further to
the sides and back. When walking, the posture will
adjust itself to walk freely and conveniently.

Step 3
STEP 4 - Maintain the position and start walking.
20 minutes of such walk is enough for the full
triceps workout.

Step 3

Fitness Expert: Holding the stroller as above
makes 80% of the load goes directly to
triceps. Load is the weight of the stroller and
the efforts need to push it this way
Step 4
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Arms grips

Common mistakes:
-

Falling palms. Keep the palms parallel to the strollers handle, avoid falling it down (shown on the
Picture)

-

Raised shoulders. Drop your shoulders and straight your back to avoid suppressing the neck
muscles.

Mistake 1 - Falling palms

Fitness Expert comment keeping your palms
parallel to the ground you ensure entire load
goes directly to the triceps.

Mistake 2 – Raised shoulders

Relaxed shoulders ensures triceps getting full
load. Check your load: you should be pushing
the stroller almost solely with your hands to
feel triceps work.
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Arms grips

How long do you need to walk for full triceps workout?
20 minutes a day is enough to get the triceps shaped and toned

Do even more:
*for stroller fitness pros:
Accupressing
Main idea:making fast light little touches with your plms on the holder form above: it is like pressing the
holder even more down and than set it loose. The movement is quick and light,howewer, repeated
all the way throughout the walking time brings and additional charge on the priceps muslces.

Lean sporty muscles - is what you get walking with the stroller for fitness.
Big Thing: Holding the baby stroller with special grips that isolate groups of muscles for greater fitness
gains.
Sporty arms make women look yonger make sexy mamas☺

Exercise Nr.2
One arm push
Goal: to make shoulders visibly leaner and sportier. Tone and shape breast muscles to get them
firm.

key action – breasts and
shoulder and biceps. sk. Kreisas rokas muskuli
/bildi
Description: pushing stroller in front of you
with just one arm. Walking position - aside of
the stroller

Expert opinion: three “ check poinst of women’s body’s age in terms of the muscles are : triceps,
butt and breast muscles….70% of the load goes directly to the breast muscles, other 30 to the
shoulder and triceps
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Arms grips

Step by step:
STEP1
Adjust the stroller holder high position. The
holder must be up of your waistline

Experst notice: the higher the holder is the
better the upper breasts upper muscles get
the training. The breast muscle has three
parts: lower, medium and the higher. Later
one is responsible for keeping the breast up.
Holding stroller this way get the higher
breast muscle to work and therefore makes
breast push up.

STEP 2
Stand next to the stroller from it’s side. Put
one hand on the holder and make 90 degree
angle.

Notice: Hold the
stroller with the normal /lower grip (toe goes
under the holder).
Expert notice: Pushing with one arms
requires greater control directing the
stroller. Lower grip ensures this. For the
shoulder and breast exercises – lower grip is
the best
Expert notice: Standing next is the only way
to get the 90 degree angle to focus the load
to the breast and shoulder
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Arms grips

STEP 3
Start walking holding the stroller as in step2. Control your hand to keep the 90 angle. Switch the
arm approx.after 10 minutes.
Static load with the medium intensity – after 45 minute of the workout starting burning the fat
from the depo

Expert opinion: this grip isolates one arm’s
muscles targeting shoulders and the breast
muscles. When stroller is pushed with just
one arm – it’s doubling the weight and
therefore the load is greater. Keeping 10-15
minutes for each arm is sufiicient to tone
muscles

Non conflicting group of muscles: arms and breast, second day: back and shoulders
(rollerblading)
Lean sporty muscles - is what you get walking with the stroller for fitness.
Big Thing: Holding the baby stroller with special grips that isolate groups of muscles for greater fitness gains.
Toning triceps
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Arms grips

Exercise Nr. 3
Triceps pull
Goal: beautiful, lean, sporty arms. Sculpting firm and sporty triceps.

Description:
Reverse the stroller and start walking
holding the handle with the upper grip from
above. Keep your arm straight and make it
as a continuation of the stroller. This
position is an excellent exercise of the arms,
particularly triceps

Expert opinion
Muscles group: triceps, biceps, shoulder,
breast.
Pulling stroller this way 70% of the total
load goes to triceps. Key action is on triceps

Step by step:
STEP 1
Adjust the stroller’s holder to the lowest
possible position. Approximately one palm
lower than the waist makes it convenient
pulling stroller from behind.

STEP2
Put your left hand on the holder with the upper
grip (all the fingers above the holder)
Move the palm to the left side of the holder.

Expert Notice: upper grip (thumb goes
upside/above the holder to avoid other muscles
involvement and most of the load should go to
the triceps)
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Arms grips

STEP 3
Start walking. Hold the stroller on the edge
of your arm. Keep the elbow straight.
IMPORTANT IS THE stroller is following
your arm, being the continuation of your arm
rather than separately

Expert: keep the arm in tonus/straight to
maximise the load

the middle. Position on the corner helps
focusing the stroller’s weight on the right
hand - therefore enhancing the load and get
the exercise done more effectively.

Final look:

Walk for at least 20 minutes and than switch
the arm to repeat with the left hand.
To get the proper workout for the triceps 2030 minutes of walking in this position for
each arm is enough.
Important: do not let a stroller pull your
posture forward. Keep walking with your
back straight, leading a stroller solely with
your arm’s muscles.
Walking hold the stroller’s holder closer to
the corner of the holder, rather holding it in
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Stomach grips

Holding stroller for fitness gain
What’s going on when you’re pushing the stroller?: the efforts distributes in between the
main body muscles: legs,butt,stomach, back and arms. Gather it to focus on particular
muscles area: to get visible fitness result.
Stroller grips for flat stomach – Workout in pictures

Targeted load goes exactly to the areas you
need: stomach,arms, legs or butt.
Stomach workout
Special way to hold a baby stroller
directing the load straight to the stomach
muscles.

Meeting specific needs of women after
pregnancy: get my flat stomach back!
Goal is: flat stomach. Customise walking
with the stroller to make it your stomach
workout.

Hold your baby stroller to strenghten your
stomach muscles. Burn fat and get flat
stomach. Excile what you’ve had before the
baby.

Expert opinion: walking among the running and swimming itself is the best way to loose weight.
Combining walking with the grips that enhance stomach muscles training effect

How to walk to exercise stomach/abdominal muscles
Stomach grip Nr.1 – Narrow palms
Description:
Stroller is led by the arms, elbows sticked against the stomach. Load goes to the stomach muscles
making tense in deep abdominal muscles. A fitness effect achieved pushing stroller to the
account of your stomach muscles.
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Stomach grips

Narrow space between your
palms makes arms forming a
bridge between a stroller and
your stomach. Arms muslces
are isolated and serve just as
a connection. Therefore the
efforts to push stroller comes
from the stomach muslces.
Voila!

Racks aren’t goal of this
exercise, also for the women
is not important to have
them. Rather keep stomach
muscles toned and get rid of
the fat is the goal of the
stomach workout. Stomach
internal./deep abdominal
muscles workout.
Muscles group: stomach

Fitness Expert: position
ensures abdominal muscles
load

How does it work

How to hold a baby stroller making your stomach/abdominal muscles work
Step by Step guide
STEP1 - Adjust the stroller’s holder low. It
should be below your waistline.
STEP 2 - Puth both hands on the stroller.
Hold it usual way(big finger under the
handle). Keep the space between the palms
narrow (approximatelly one palm in
between)

Step 1
Step 2
STEP 3 - Stick the elbows firmly and set
them agains the stomach
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Stomach grips

Walking this way strenghtens your stomach
muscles.In combination with energetic
walking efectivelly burns the fat from the
belly.

Step 3
STEP 4 Walking this way entire time of
your daily walk with the stroller ( For the
fitness result not less that 30 minutes a day)
Fitness Expert comment: this grip ensures
load going directly to the stomach muscles.
Use the energy and create the strng
connection between the stroller and your
stomach. 70% load goes tostomach muslces
Reinforce it with concentration: feel the
stomach muscles tension.

Hints: Keep the stroller further from you with the elbows set against the stomach (this ensures
the strong connection between the stroller and your stomach muscles) Arms should be kept firm
and strong, not shaky.
Common mistakes:
A most common mistake – keeping elboves freely, not set aganst the waist: the load distributes
between the arms,legs, back and stomach muscles instead of focuses on one area – stomach in
our case..
Correct position

Wrong position
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Stomach grips

Stomach grip Nr.2 – Magic Ring
Description
Maintain the walking position as above (Stomach grip 1 Narrow palms). Now show a ring with
your fingers. That’s the way you must be holdig the stroller’s holder while walking. Rest of the
fingers lay freely on the hode, not supporting it.
Step by step in pictures
STEP 1, STEP 2, STEP 3 as in Stomach grip 1
STEP 4
With your big and second finger make a ring
around the stroller’s holder. Other fingers
lay freely on the holder.
EXPERT NOTICE:
Leading stroller with such finger’s
ring increases the need
for tougher fixed connection between
the stroller and the
hands,requiring more force to push
a stroller especially by abdominal
muscles.
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Stomach grips

Conscioulsy feel the stomach
muslces taking main role pushing
stroller

Shaping legs and butt
Lean sporty muscles - is what you get walking with the stroller for fitness.
Big Thing: Holding the baby stroller with special grips that isolate groups of muscles for
greater fitness gains.

How to push baby stroller to do butt and legs training:
Fitness Expert notice: walking pushing stroller trains the legs and butt muscles just naturally: to
enhance the impact of the walks try choosing the ‘difficult’ surfaces: a beach, sandy paths or up
to the hill areas.
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Legs&Butt push

How does it work:
Butt muscles: Pushing stroller with efforts
makes you bending forward and let the butt
muscles greater load.
Hips and calves muscles
Hips
takes over the load when you making bigger
steps. Straight posture ensures the front-hips
muscles works, when bending forward – the
back hips’ muscles get greater load.

•

Calves
Work most while walking. Forget that you
need to train them additionally. In case
you’re going into world-calveschampionship, try rising on your toes when
walking up to the hill or – walk normally but
just make smaller steps keeping the fast
speed.

Pushing against the wind (make sure child is protected from the upfront wind)

How to walk to shape the butt and legs muscles:
Main position:
Holding stroller with both hands and making bigger steps. It’s like walking up to the hill either
pushing stroller against the wind.
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Legs&Butt push

Follow 4 steps to hold the stroller right way to work on a butt and legs:

Step by step:
Step 1
Adjust the stroller holder middle high

Step 2
Lead the stroller with both hands, when incline –
make bigger steps and straight the arms (it comes
just naturally)

Step 1

Step 3
Down the hill try not to let the stroller go further
fast but hold with your body (feel the front hips, How does it look real life:
calves and butt switch on to the movement) and
let it go slowly, thus working out the muscles.
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Legs&Butt push

How long to walk to get the sufficient butt&legs workout?
Just walk every day.
Rather than counting minutes, one tip I’d
give here:
To enhance the involvement of the back
hips’ and butt muscles – make bigger steps
when walking up. Make bigger steps while
walking on the deep sand either pushing the
stroller up to the hill. You’ll feel the loead
switching away from the calves to the butt.
Forget that you need to workout your butt
specially. Just walk every day, walk fast and
walk a lot. The result is inevitable☺
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